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Two new proofs are given for the fact that a stationary, irreducible, aperiodic Markov chain 
(X,,,n= . . . . -l,O, 1,2, ) with denumerable state space has a representation of the form 
XL = g( u,,-, , u,,-2, ‘. 1, 
where g is a measurable function, (LJ,,, n = , - 1, 0, 1,2, ) a sequence of independent random 
variables uniformly distributed on (0, I), and (X:,) has the same probability law as (X,,). 
Markov chain * representation * i.i.d. random variables 
Introduction 
Rosenblatt (1960) stated the following representation theorem for Markov chains. 
(Z denotes the set of integers, and Z, = (0, 1,2,. . .}.) 
Theorem. Let (X,,, n E Z) be a stationary, irreducible, 
countable state space, { 1,2,3, . . .} say. Then there is a 
g:(O,1)“++{1,2,...} 
such that the sequence 
(Au,-,, UP2,...),nEZ), 
aperiodic Markov chain with 
measurable function 
where ( I-J,, n E Z) is a sequence of independent random variables uniformly distributed 
on (0, l), has the same probability law as (X,,). 
However the proof given in Rosenblatt (1960) is not complete. This was detected 
by Hanson and corrected in Rosenblatt (1962). Hanson (1963) also shows the same 
representation more generally for stationary Harris recurrent real-valued Markov 
chains with trivial tail field, cf. also Rosenblatt (1971). Hanson’s proof is somewhat 
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lengthy and technically complicated. Our proofs depend on the countability of the 
state space and it seems to be a nontrivial matter to generalize to the general state 
space case. 
Here we give two new proofs of the theorem. The use of a simple coupling 
argument makes these proofs elementary and transparent (for a general introduction 
to the coupling method see e.g. Griffeath, 1978). The first proof is very short. 
Nevertheless we provide a second one, which gives new insights and uses a different 
technique. It bases on some ideas developed in the framework of recursive stochastic 
equations in Lisek (1982,1985). However, we do not explicitly use the concept of 
and the results on recursive equations. For somewhat related coupling ideas see 
also Thorisson (1988). 
1. A coupling construction 
For an arbitrary real number u E (0, 1) consider the decimal expansion 
u = F lo-jpjl). 
.I i 1 
Define 
p)k+‘) = pi;:,, j=l,2 ,..., k-1,2 ,..., 
and 
y(k)(u) = f lo-jpp, k = 1,2,. . . . 
j-1 
Let ( U,,, n E Z) be a sequence of independent random variables uniformly distributed 
on (0, 1) which is independent of the given Markov chain (X,,). Obviously, ZI(~)( U,), 
k = 1,2,. . . ; n E Z; are i.i.d. random variables uniformly distributed on (0, 1). 
Denote the transition probabilities of the Markov chain (X,) by Pkr = 
P(X, = rlX,,_, = k). Define 
f(k,u)=min i r:rE{1,2 ,... }, i p,,avCk’ (4) > (1) 
I ,=I 
k = 1,2,. . . ; u E (0, 1); and recursively 
x,(k) = k, 
x,(k, UC,) =f(k, UC,), 
XAk, WI, u,) =f(f(k, 4, u,), 
x,,+,(k +, . . . , u,) =f(x,(k, un,. 
(2) 
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k=l,2 )... ;u,,u, ,... E(O,l). Clearly, for each k the sequence 
(x,(k, U,, . . . , Un-,), n E Z,) is a Markov chain with initial state k and transition 
probabilities pkr. Consider the sequence of pairs 
[x,(k, &, . . . , un-,), x,(k’, Q,, . . . , un-,)I, n EZ+, 
for some fixed k, k’, k # k’. By construction, x,( k, U,, . . . , U,_,) is a function of k, 
vCk)( Uo), 
v(fW.UoH(U,), . . . , vCy-,(kU,, ..., u,,-,)I (U,_,). Thus, as long as the two com- 
ponents x,(k, U,, . . . , U,_,) and x,(k’, U,,, . . . , U,_,) do not coincide, they behave 
like independent Markov chains with transition probabilities Pkr and initial states 
k and k’, respectively. In view of the assumed irreducibility, aperiodicity and positive 
recurrence, for almost every sample path (u,) of (U,,) there is an n(k, k’) such that 
x,(k, u”,. . . , u,_,) =x,,(k’, u”,. . . , u,_,) for n 2 n(k, k’). (3) 
Notice, this is the usual coupling argument for independent, aperiodic, positively 
recurrent Markov chains (cf. e.g. Griffeath, 1978). 
2. First proof of the theorem 
Consider the sequence 
([U,, x,(X,, u0, . . ., un-,)I, n E Z+). (4) 
This sequence is stationary, and (x,(X,, U,, . . . , U_,), n E Z,) is a stationary 
Markov chain. Recall the independence assumption between (X,) and ( U,,). Extend- 
ing the sequence (4) to negative n, one obtains a stationary sequence ([U,,, Xk], n E 
Z) satisfying Xi,, =f(XL, U,) a.s., n E Z’, where ([U,,, XA], n E Z,) is distributed 
as the sequence in (4), (XL, n E Z) is a stationary Markov chain governed by the 
transition probabilities &, and U,,, n E Z, are i.i.d. uniform (0, 1). By deletion of a 
null-set we may assume that Xk,, =f(Xk, U,,), n E Z. Let 
E(kn) = {X,(Xl,) u-,, . . . ) U-n+j-l) = x;( 1, U-n,. . . ) U_,+,_,),j 3 k}. 
By stationarity I’(_!?‘,“‘) does not depend on n. Using the coupling statement (3) we 
obtain 
P(E’,“‘)Tl as k+cO. 
Hence 
P(Eik’)T1 as k+cc 
(with a speed determined by coupling) so X&=xk(Xlk, Umk,. . . , U-,) coincides 
with x,(1, U-k,. . . , U-,) with probability asymptotically 1 as k + ~3. Therefore 
P 
x,(1, U-k ,..., u-,)*x; (5) 
(: means convergence in probability). Thus, there is an increasing sequence (n,) 
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such that 
lim x,,(l, UPnr,. . . , U-,)=X; a.s. 
r-m 
(cf. e.g. Batter, 1981). The function 
g(U_1, u-z,.. .)=lim~,~(l,U_, ,,..., U-,) I-CC 
is(U __,, Up2,.. . )-measurable and satisfies XL = g( U,_, , U,_, , . . ) a.s. by stationar- 
ity of ([U,,, XL], n E Z). The first proof is complete. 
3. Second proof of the theorem 
We present a different approach that improves the simple proof above by showing 
lim x,(1, U_,, . . . , U_,) = Xl, a.s. 
n-CC 
This forms an independent proof of the theorem. Recall that (Section 1, formula 
(3)) for almost every sample path (u,) of (U,,), fixed k, k’ and sufficiently large n, 
x,(k, ~0,. . . , u,-,) = x,(k’, uo, . . . , w-,1. 
This means that 
P 
( 
fi G {(u,):x,(k,uo ,..., u,-,)=xm(k’, u” ,..., urn_,)} =l. (6) 
L,h’=l I?=, > 
Denote by @ = (U,,, n E Z) and let cp = (u,) be a sample path of @ = (cl,,). The 
shifted sequence (IA,+,,,, n E Z) will be denoted by T”cp. By #A we mean the number 
of elements of a set A. For 9 = (u,) E (0, 1)” define 
v(p)=inf{n: n>O,x,(l,u, ,..., u,-,)=l}. 
Since all states of the Markov chain governed by the transition probabilities pkr are 
positively recurrent, Ev( @) < Co. Let 
L,= c 1 (rn+~(T”‘@).-n), n EZ. 
m5n 
The sequence ([ V( T”@), L,], n E Z) is stationary. Hence 
EL,=ELo= 1 P(m+v(T”@)>O) 
mso 
= 1 P( v( F”@) > m) = 1 P(Y( @) > m) = Ev( @) <a. 
mzo mz=lJ 
In particular, P(L, (00) = 1 for all n. Thus, 
def 
Z(n,cp) = {m: mcn,m+v(T”cp)>n} 
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is a finite set for each n and almost all cp. Let 
M,={cp: #I(n,cp)<co,nEZ}, 
A(n,cp)={x,~,(l,u,,...,u,-,): m~Z(n,cp)I, nE& PEW. 
Obviously, 
A(n, T’cp)=A(n+l,cp), FEZ, PEM~. 
From construction 
(7) 
A(n, cp) = {x,p,,(L, u,, . . . , u,-1); m s n> 
(because for all m c n there is an rn’~ I(n, cp) such that X+,(1, u,, . . . , u,_,) = 
x,-,(1, Urn’, . . .) u,_,)). From this {l} uf(A( n, cp), u,) = A(n + 1, cp) and thus 
x,-,(A(m, P), n,,, . . . , u,,_,) decreases as ml-co. Hence from this and the (a.s.) 
finiteness of A(m, cp), 
will be non-empty and finite. Since #A(n, cp) < a, n E Z, cp E M,, there is a finite 
number j( n, cp) such that 
x,-,(A(j, cp), u,, . . . , u,_,)= B(n, cp) forjsj(n, cp). 
Now it is easy to see that 
B(n, cp) = f’ x,-,(x,,(A(j, 40)~ ui,. . . , urnpI), urn,. .. ;clTI 
= n x,m,,(x,l-.~(A(j, d, u,, . . . , u,-,), urn, 
,~i(m#) 
= x,-,(Nm, cp), urn,. . . , u,-,) 
holds for all m G n. Thus, 
#B(n,cp)~#B(m,cp) formsn, REM,-. 
w-1) 
. . 3 %-,I 
(9) 
(LO) 
In view of (7), (8), the sequence (#B(n, @), n E Z) is stationary, and thus, almost 
surely constant (because of (10)). Since the events {cp: cp E M,, #B(n, cp) = q, n E Z}, 
q = 1,2,. . . ) are invariant, in view of the O-l-law, there is exactly one number q 2 1 
such that P(# B(n, @) = q, n E Z) = 1. It follows from (9) and (6) that q = 1. In view 
of our construction, 
B(n,(p)= limx,(l,u,_, ,..., u,,-,) , nEZ, 
1 I-oci I 
for almost all cp. From (9) we obtain that (g,( @), n E if’), 
g,(@) = lim -41, U-,, . . , U-,), (11) 
r+oz 
is a Markov chain governed by the transition probabilities pkr. Stationarity is 
immediate from the relation g,@ = g,( T”@). The second proof is complete. 
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Remark. From (11) we see that, in fact, as. convergence holds in (5). 
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